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ACADEMIC QUALIFICATION 

 
Year 2015 : Ph.D. (Mathematical Sciences) 

Major: Information Security 

Universiti: Royal Melbourne Institute of Technology University 

(RMIT University), Melbourne, Australia. 

Duration: 27th February 2012-16th July 2015 

 
Year 2008 : Master in Computer Science (Information Security) 

Universiti: Centre for Advanced Software Engineering (CASE) 

University Technology Malaysia, International Campus, Kuala Lumpur 

Grade: First Class Honours 

Duration : July 2007 – November 2008 
 

Year 2005 : Bachelor of Science(Computer) 

Major:Software  Engineering 

Universiti: Faculty of Computer Science and Information System, University 

Techology, Malaysia, Skudai 

Grade: Second Class Honours (Upper Division) 

Duration: June 2001- November 2005 
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TEACHING GOALS 

 
Encourages and values high expectations of students’ learning. 
 
I encourage lecturer-student contact in and out of classes. I give motivation and improve 
students' involvement in learning. I believe that my concern helps students to get through 
rough times and keep on working. Some strategies that I use are: 

• Share past experience, values and attitudes. 

• Design projects that bring students to my office and discuss in groups. 

• Treat students as human beings: ask how they are doing. 

• Use email and WhatsApp regularly to encourage them to finish their work and inform 

them. 

• Create a forum and ask students to give constructive feedback on each other’s work 

and to explain ideas 

• Encourage teamwork and leadership among students 

• User group discussion, collaborative projects, case study analysis and group 

presentations to improve students’ communication skill and braveness to present in 

public. 

• Use technology to encourage active learning; students can have forum discussion 

from anywhere outside the classroom. 

• Use e-learning to improve model of asking questions, accepting and giving feedback 

to their friends’ comments. 

• Encourage punctuality through online assignment submission. 

 

PERSONAL PHILOSOPHY 
 

Clearly indicate my own Personal philosophy towards student learning with 
strategies for continuous improvement. 
 
I believe that teaching is not just about delivering the course contents but also to promote 
meaningful learning and lifelong learning to the students. My role as a lecturer is to monitor 
how students are adapting well in the class by asking them questions about a specific topic 
being taught in class and to help them repair misunderstandings. Speaking and writing 
clearly and concisely is essential. I often use diagrams and demonstrations to explain and 
let them go through with me some exercise to ensure they fully understand the topics being 
taught.  
 
I always help students to apply critical analysis while doing assignment and projects and be 
the driving forces behind new, appropriate technology. I encourage students to do research 
on the topic that they are comfortable but related to my subject. This way students will be 
able to explore where to apply what they have learnt in class. Based on their interest they 
find problems related to the area of research and suggest to apply metrics and measures 
taught in class to find solutions. This way, students are not controlled or dominated to 
choose a particular area of lecturer’ interest but I give them the freedom to choose. I let them 
do mini-presentation so that they don’t run out of topic. I find that students are more engaged 
when we are performing problem-solving than when they are simply listening to a lecture. 
There is a certain joy experienced by solving a challenging problem. This interactive 
approach to teaching allows students to feel that reward.  
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Through this philosophy, I teach in the awareness that the students need the opportunity to 
develop themselves rather than being spoon-fed by the lecturer. The rapport between 
student and lecturer should be encouraged and improved constantly. With good rapport, the 
students can have a more comfortable discussion inside or outside of class. On top of that, 
I feel very strongly that to be an effective lecturer, I need to treat individual students with 
respect. I must attempt to get to know each student by name, and his or her strengths and 
weaknesses. I must try to accommodate questions at any time, not just during class and 
office hours. My job is not only to show them what I know, but to teach them what they need 
to know, and more importantly to facilitate their learning.  
 
Finally, I hope to be able to instill in students a love of learning. I hope to teach my students 
that learning is more than just exams and grades. I hope that the real value in their education 
is not found in their grade point average or their resume, but in the knowledge that they take 
away. 

 

PRACTICES OF ASSESSMENT 
 

Constructively align assessment methods, that include both formative and 
summative assessment, with the intended learning outcomes and the T&L activities.  
 
I make sure that the assessment is aligned with the intended learning outcomes. The 
students are continuously assessed throughout the semester. 
 
Mid Term Paper/ Mid Term Test 
The test is usually given towards the end of the semester. To ensure the questions have a 
different level of difficulties, I focus on level 1 to 5 of Bloom's taxonomy for the test. The test 
is a comprehensive evaluation of course which covers all material (basic knowledge) from 
week 1 to week 14. The test takes 30% of the total course marks.  There is no final exam 
for this subject. 
 
Assignments and Project 
The assignments are divided into two categories; individual and group. The first and second 
assignment is an individual assignment. The assignments are usually involving the use of 
computer software. I want to make sure all the students know how to use the software and 
assignments are given separately for each individual. The students will be given about 2 to 
3 weeks to complete their assignments. Each assignment is given one after another and not 
together. This is to avoid students to feel brain drain or tired. Evaluating students on each 
software that has been taught in class is important to estimate the level of understanding 
and usage of the software. This is also another way to evaluate students’ readiness to 
contribute their knowledge in the group project. The following assessment is through a  a 
group project. Students are given time to explore their own scenario based on a research 
study and propose solutions. A class presentation will be held for their group project. The 
students will be given about 4 weeks to complete their project. 

 
Class Active Learning (Forums), Workshop (Hands-on) 
During the class lecture session, 2-3 class activities are conducted through elearning to 
evaluate students’ knowledge on the application of metrics and measures taught in class on 
the real-world case study. Also, it is conducted as a preparation for the class project. 
Workshops are being held based on the number of software being taught in the class. Based 
on the class activity, workshops and the overall performance of the students in the class, I 
will give marks for observation and self-reflection. 
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EFFORTS TO IMPROVE TEACHING 
 

Clearly provides self-reflection of teaching development and relates it to CQI of 
teaching strategies. 
 
I constantly ask questions to myself to improve my teaching strategy and performance 
over time and follows some of these methods to improve my teaching: 
 
After each lesson, I jot down a few notes describing the reaction and feelings of students 
towards my lecture and activities given. There are some questions I ask myself: 

• Was the lesson too easy or too difficult for the students? 
• Did the students understand what was being taught? 
• What problems arose? 

Apart from that, I do give importance to students’ feedback. End of every class, I will 
verbally ask students how they feel about the lesson and teaching. I will ask students to fill 
up the lecturers’ online evaluation form (e-PPP) and also send their feedback through 
email. 

Ongoing teaching improvements are made by getting these questions answered: 

• Were students on task? 
• With what parts of the lesson did the students seem most engaged? 
• With what parts of the lesson did students seem least engaged with? 
• How effective was the overall lesson? 
• How can I do it better next time? 
• Did I meet all of my objectives? 
• How did I deal with any problems that came up during instruction? 
• Was I perceptive and sensitive to each of my students’ needs? 
• How was my overall attitude and delivery throughout the class? 

These questions are important and I analyse it during and end of each lesson. I will make 
appropriate changes wherever needed. 

Besides that, I will do more research and reading journals that help to update with current 
issues on new technologies, teaching and learning. Thus, generates new ideas during 
classes.  
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TEACHING EXPERIENCES/ RESPONSIBILITIES 
 

POSTGRADUATE TAUGHT COURSE TEACHING (2010-2019) 

 
MSc In Computer Science (Information Security) 

MCS 1493 : Law, Investigation and Ethics 

 

Master of Science (Information Assurance) 

MANA 1563 : E-crime Investigation and Incident Response Management 

MANA 1533 : Enterprise Information Assurance 

MANA 2133  : Business Continuity Management 

 

Master of Science (Business Intelligence and Analytics) 

MANB2163 : Social Network Analytics  

 
Doctor of Software Engineering 

EANE 2113  : Software Engineering Research Paradigm 
 
 

POSTGRADUATE SUPERVISION 

 
PhD: 

Main-Supervisor 

 

     Graduated 

• Inthrani Shamugam: Information Security Risk Assesment Framework for Data 
                                  Centers in Malaysian Public Sector. 
 

     Present 

• Chai Ling: High Risk Customer Profiling in Banking Industry with Big Data Analytics 
 

• Khaled Gubran: Identifying Suspicious Behaviour in Bitcoin Network using Unsupervised 
Approach. 

 

• Surenthiran Krishnan: A Framework for Heart Disease Predictive Analytics 
 

• Owolewa Rasheed Olabisi: Adaptive Identity Access Management (AIAM) Model For 
Public Cloud Computing In Banking Environment. 

 

• Omar Saif Musabbeh Bin Hamed Almazrouei: Network Graph Analysis for IoT 
Penetration Testing 

 
 

     Masters: 

Main Supervisor 

 

• (2020-2021) Nur Nesa Nashuha Binti Ismail: Classification of Patient’s Speech in Malay 
Language using Supervised Machine Learning 
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• (2020-2021) Muhammad Fadhli Bin Mohd Radzi: A New Malicious Cyber Threat 
Severity Evaluation Criteria Framework For Ict Departments  In Klang Valley, Malaysia 

 

• (2020-2021) Shivapriya a/p Narayanan: Enhanced Mobile Payment Fraud Detection 
Using Hybrid Machine Learning Model  

 

• (2019-2021) Osamah Ehsan Adduljalil Al- Aghbari: An Improved Demand Forecasting 
Model for Customers’ Demand Based on Mining Techniques 

 

• (2019-2020) Daeng Ahmad Zuhri bin Zuhud: Mining Malaysia’s Largest Stock Market 
Captalisation  Performance using Temporal Network Analysis. 

 

• (2019-2020) Mohamad Hafizudin Bin Idris: Predicting Medical Insurance Claim 
Payment Fraud In Medicare System By Using Machine Learning Model 

 

• (2019-2020) Muhammad Nor Hafiz Bin Yaacob: Predicting the Urban Rail Passengers 
Travel Pattern in Klang Valley using an Enhanced Gradient Boosting Model. 

 

• (2018-2019) Jeyraj a/l S. Maran: Predicting The Success Rate of Telemarketing Using 
Machine Learning Technique for Banking Sector 

 

• (2018-2019) Yalini Bavan: Predicting Unsafe Food From Amazon User Reviews Using 
Machine Learning. 

 

• (2018-2019) Komathi Krishnan: An Enhanced IoT Security Architecture Layers For The 
Healthcare Service 

 

• (2018-2019) Hasif Bin Zulkifli: Application Of Multi-Layer Perceptron Neural Network 
Algorithm To Predict The Trend Of Eurusd Market 

 

• (2018-2019) Chua Kean Hoe: Digital Crime Evidence Acquisition for Social Media 
Applications on Windows 10 System 

 

• (2018-2019) Najmi Azfar Bin Mohd Rosli: A Practical Approach Of Cyber Threat Hunting 
Framework For Government Agency 

 

• (2018-2019) Mohd Hafzi Bin Marzuki: A Proposed Digital Forensics Framework To 
Support E-Crime Investigations In Malaysian Armed Forces. 

 

• (2016- 2017) Sharmiladevi Sonah Kakian@Rajoo: False Report Identification Algorithm using Text  
           Classification Technique for CitiAct Application. 
 

• (2016-2017) Fatimah Binti Mohamad Yunus: Data Quality Evaluation Model for Transportation  
Agency. 
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AWARDS AND HONORS RECEIVED 

 
Awards/Achievements: 

 

1) Awarded for Active Blended Learning Course 
 

Year/Sem: Semester 2 2015/2016, Semester 1   

2016/2017, Semester 1 2017/2018 

                        (Subject: Enterprise Information Assurance) 

 

                         Year/Sem: Semester 2 2016/2017 

                          (Subject: Business Continuity Management) 

 

                          Year/Sem: Semester 1 2017/2018 

                           (Subject: ECrime Investigation and Incident  

                           Response Mgt, Social Network Analytics) 

 

                           Year/Sem: Semester 2 2017/2018 

                           (Subject: ECrime Investigation and Incident  

                           Response Mgt) 

 

    Year/Sem: Semester 1 2018/2019 

                            (Subject: ECrime Investigation and Incident  

                            Response Mgt, Social Network Analytics) 

 

   Year/Sem: Semester 2 2018/2019 

                           (Subject: Social Network Analytics) 

 

   Year/Sem: Semester 1 2019/2020 

                           (Subject: Social Network Analytics) 

 

   Year/Sem: Semester 2 2019/2020 

                           (Subject: ECrime Investigation and Incident  

                           Response Mgt) 

 

   Year/Sem: Semester 1 2020/2021 

                           (Subject: Social Network Analytics) 

      

    Year/Sem: Semester 2 2020/2021 

                           (Subject: ECrime Investigation and Incident  

                           Response Mgt) 

 

 

 

2) Anugerah Perkhidmatan Cemerlang 
From Advanced Informatics School, UTM KL(2018) 

 

3) Anugerah Penulis dalam Journal Berindex Faculty Level (2018), Received in 2019 

 

4) Train the Trainer 
HRDF (2017) 
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SHORT TERM GOALS 
 

My short term goals will be to update my learning modules. I will also want to improve my rapport 

with my students. I believe a good rapport help to produce good teaching. My aim is to continously 

increase research activities in the area of teaching and learning. 
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COURSE INFORMATION 

School/Faculty: Razak Faculty of Technology & 

Informatics 

Page:  1 of 8 

Program name: MSc in Business Intelligence and Analytics 

Course code: MANB 2163 Academic Session/Semester:    2020/2021/1 

Course name: Social Network Analytics Pre/co requisite (course name 

and code, if applicable): 

Nil 

Credit hours: 3 

 

 UTM CIDU.CI.V3.2020 

 

Mapping of the Course Learning Outcomes (CLO) to the Programme Learning Outcomes (PLO), Teaching & Learning (T&L) methods 
and Assessment methods: 
At the end of the course, student is able to: 

  

Course synopsis Social network analysis is the mapping and measuring of relationships and flows between 
entities. This subject deliver both visual and mathematical analysis of human relationships. 
Students will learn about graphs and the measures to understand how to represent social network 
data that consist of different type of relationships and associations. In this class, student will learn 
R language that provides powerful packages to conduct social network analysis. The network 
analysis packages able to show relationships in a form of graph. At the end of the class, students 
will be able to create and manipulate huge graphs using various metrics and measures, analyse 
and apply investigative techniques to develop social network analytics model for a real-world 
problem. 

Course 

coordinator (if 

applicable) 

Dr. Pritheega Magalingam 

Course lecturer(s) Name Office Contact No. Email 

Dr. Pritheega Magalingam Level 7, Menara 

Razak, RFTI, 

UTM,KL 

Ext: 1442 mpritheega.kl@

utm.my 

    



 

School/Faculty: Razak Faculty of Technology & 

Informatics 

Page:  2 of 8 

Program name: Master of Science in Business Intelligence and Analytics 

Course code: MANA2163 Academic Session/Semester:    2020/2021/1 

Course name: Social Network Analytics Pre/co requisite (course name 

and code, if applicable): 

Nil 

Credit hours: 3 

 

 

 

 UTM CIDU.CI.V3.2020 

 

No. CLO PLO 

*Taxonomies 

& *generic 

skills 

T&L methods **Assessment 

methods 

CLO1 Demonstrate comprehensive and systematic idea 

of current critical issues in Social Network 

Analytics (SNA) based on SNA theories and 

practices. 

PLO1 KW C6 

Lecture, Forum 

Discussions, 

Online Q and A 

session 

 
Q:10% 

CLO2 Analyse and apply investigative techniques 

which are taught in the class and in line with 

the latest development in social network 

analytics. PLO2 CG C5 

Lecture, 

Project/Scenario 

based learning, 

intermittent 

discussion 

 
Technical 

Report 
(PR):30% 

 
*Project 
Rubric  

CLO3 Use suitable digital technologies and appropriate 

software in their class project and develop social 

network analytics model for a real-world 

problem. 

PLO6 
DS 

LL1, LL2 

Lecture, 

Forum 

Discussion: 

Article Critique 

Asg: 20% 
[Part1: 

Understanding 
SNA Metrics 

and Measures] 
 

Asg: 25% 

[Part2: Applying 
SNA for 

Network 
Analysis and 
Visualization] 

 
*Assignment 

Rubric 

CLO4 Demonstrate and critically explain the proposed 

SNA model used for class project through series 

of class discussion and presentation.  PLO5 
CS 

 

 
CS1-CS5 

Brainstorming 

and Class 

presentation 

with 

presentation 

rubric 

 
Pr: 15% 

*Presentation 

Rubric  

Refer *Taxonomies of Learning and **UTM’s Graduate Attributes, where applicable for measurement of outcomes achievement 

***T – Test; Q – Quiz; HW – Homework; Asg – Assignment; PR – Project; Pr – Presentation; F – Final Exam; Ob – Observation Study 

Details on Innovative T&L practices: 

No. Type Implementation 

1. Active learning Conducted through in-class activities. Fostering innovative teaching and learning 
activities during each of meeting. 

2. Project-based learning Conducted through a class project. Students in a group of 3 or 5 are given a project. The 
project requires students to use network analysis tools to solve problems related to 
network analysis using R programming and network analysis tools. Compliance to the 
analysis, specifications need to be given in the form of written research paper. 

3. Article Critique (Research) Conducted through systematic review and action research. Students are required to 
understand the research involved in social network analytics, identify the related 
problems, scope of the research and contribute to class research activity. 



 

School/Faculty: Razak Faculty of Technology & 

Informatics 

Page:  3 of 8 

Program name: Master of Science in Business Intelligence and Analytics 

Course code: MANA2163 Academic Session/Semester:    2020/2021/1 

Course name: Social Network Analytics Pre/co requisite (course name 

and code, if applicable): 

Nil 

Credit hours: 3 

 

 

 

 UTM CIDU.CI.V3.2020 

 

Modular Schedule: 

First Meeting 

8am-5pm 

Chapter 1. Social Network Analytics (SNA) Overview 

• Various definitions and introduction to SNA application and types of tools. 

Chapter 2. Measuring the Networks 
 

Class Activity 1 

Second Meeting 

8am-5pm 

Chapter 3. Network Content Analysis & Pattern Recognition 
(Advanced Level Measuring the Networks) 

• Discovering the methods and techniques to identify different types of network patterns. 

Third Meeting 

8am-5pm 

Lab Work: Data Extraction and Network Analysis 

• Analyzing the information extraction for logical reasoning to draw inferences from 

natural, unstructured communication and relationship. 

• Learn new software tool. 

• Assignment 1 (Part 1) 

• Group Project Discussion 

• Identifying new critical issues. 

Fourth Meeting 

8am-5pm 

Chapter 4: Network Community Detection 

 
Group Project Discussion 

• Analyze latest development in SNA and form questions related to critical issues. 

Class Activity 2: Research and Application of SNA measures 

• Common Uses / real world application 

• Social Network Analytics real world problem and solution discussion. 

• Quiz 

Fifth Meeting 

8am-5pm 

Chapter 5: Social Network Analytics using R 

• R Workshop 
-Learn R Programming and new tool for SNA 
-Downloading/importing data in R 

- Transforming Data / Running queries on data 
- Basic data analysis using statistical averages 

- Plotting data distribution 

• Lab Work: Network Graph Analysis and Visualization 

• Assignment 1 (Part 2) 

• Group Project 

Sixth Meeting 

8am-5pm 

Chapter 6: Network Evolution and Recent achievements in the field and its related issues 

• Discussing network evolution and the related issues. 
Project Presentation and Evaluation 

 

 

 



 

School/Faculty: Razak Faculty of Technology & 

Informatics 

Page:  4 of 8 

Program name: Master of Science in Business Intelligence and Analytics 

Course code: MANA2163 Academic Session/Semester:    2020/2021/1 

Course name: Social Network Analytics Pre/co requisite (course name 

and code, if applicable): 

Nil 

Credit hours: 3 
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Transferable skills (generic skills learned in course of study which can be useful and utilised in other settings): 

Team working 

Presentation and Communication Skills  

Technical Paper Writing Skills 

Student learning time (SLT) details: 

Distribution of 
student Learning 
Time (SLT) Course 
content outline 

 Teaching and Learning Activities  

TOTAL 
SLT 

Guided Learning 
(Face to Face) Guided Learning 

Non-Face to Face 
Independent Learning 

Non-Face to face 
CLO L T P O 

CLO 1   5h  9h 10h 24h 

CLO 2 12h  2h 3h 10h 10h 37h 

CLO 3 12h   3h 10h 10h 35h 

CLO 4   5h  9h 9h 23h 

Total SLT (T&L 
activities) 

24h 0h 12h 6h 38h 39h 119h 

 

Continuous Assessment PLO CLO Percentage Total SLT 

1 Quiz PLO1 CLO1 10 1h 

2 Assignment 1 (Part 1 & 2) 
PLO6 CLO3 

45 As in CLO 3 
(35h) 

3 Presentation 
PLO8 CLO4 

15 As in 
CLO4 
(23h) 

Final Assessment PLO CLO Percentage Total SLT 

4 Project 
PLO2 CLO2 

  30 
 

As in CLO 2 
(37h) 

Grand Total SLT 100 120h 

L: Lecture, T: Tutorial, P: Practical, O: Others 

Special requirement to deliver the course (e.g: software, nursery, computer lab, simulation room): 

Computer lab with R Studio, Gephi and related network analysis tools. 

Learning resources: 

1. Cutroni, Justin. Google Analytics. 1 edition. Beijing, China; Cambridge, MA: O’Reilly Media, 2010. 
2. Miller, Thomas W. Modeling Techniques in Predictive Analytics: Business Problems and Solutions with R. 1 
edition. Upper Saddle River, New Jersey: Pearson FT Press, 2013 
3. Barabási, A.L. and Pósfai, M., 2016. Network science. Cambridge university press. 
4. Newman, M., 2010. Networks: an introduction. Oxford university press. 

Online 

http://elearning.utm.my 

Academic honesty and plagiarism: (Below are just a sample) 

http://elearning.utm.my/


 

School/Faculty: Razak Faculty of Technology & 

Informatics 

Page:  5 of 8 

Program name: Master of Science in Business Intelligence and Analytics 

Course code: MANA2163 Academic Session/Semester:    2020/2021/1 

Course name: Social Network Analytics Pre/co requisite (course name 

and code, if applicable): 

Nil 

Credit hours: 3 
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Assignments are individual tasks and NOT group activities (UNLESS EXPLICITLY INDICATED AS GROUP ACTIVITIES) 

Copying of work (texts, simulation results etc.) from other students/groups or from other sources is not allowed. 

Brief quotations are allowed and then only if indicated as such. Existing texts should be reformulated with your own 

words used to explain what you have read. It is not acceptable to retype existing texts and just acknowledge the 

source as a reference. Be warned: students who submit copied work will obtain a mark of zero for the assignment 

and disciplinary steps may be taken by the Faculty. It is also unacceptable to do somebody else’s work, to lend your 

work to them or to make your work available to them to copy. 

Other additional information (Course policy, any specific instruction etc.): 

Magalingam, P., Davis, S. and Rao, A., 2015. Using shortest path to discover criminal community. 

Digital Investigation, 15, pp.1-17. 

Magalingam, P., Rao, A. and Davis, S., 2014, November. Identifying a criminal's network of trust. In 

2014 Tenth International Conference on Signal-Image Technology and Internet-Based Systems (pp. 

309-316). IEEE. 

Disclaimer: 

All teaching and learning materials associated with this course are for personal use only. The materials are intended 
for educational purposes only. Reproduction of the materials in any form for any purposes other than what it is 
intended for is prohibited. While every effort has been made to ensure the accuracy of the information supplied 
herein, Universiti Teknologi Malaysia cannot be held responsible for any errors or omissions.  

 

 

REVIEW OF L&T ACTIVITIES TO INCLUDE ONLINE LEARNING 

Course learning 
outcome 

Guided 
Learning 
FTF 
hours 
(from CI) 

Guided 
Learnin
g FTF 
hours 
comple
ted 

Online Learning hours  

Activities Type of time  
spent 

Estimated time Total time 

CLO1 

Demonstrate 
comprehensive and 
systematic idea of 
current critical issues 
in Social Network 
Analytics (SNA) based 
on SNA theories and 
practices. 

5 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

   0 5 hours 

Live Interaction 
with students 

The time spent 
in the 

synchronous 
live interaction 

4 hours 4 hours 

Students 
participate in e-

forum 
discussions (via 

e-learning) 

Time spent for 
e-forum 

discussions 

40 minutes 40 minutes 
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Informatics 

Page:  6 of 8 

Program name: Master of Science in Business Intelligence and Analytics 

Course code: MANA2163 Academic Session/Semester:    2020/2021/1 

Course name: Social Network Analytics Pre/co requisite (course name 

and code, if applicable): 

Nil 

Credit hours: 3 
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Students discuss 
critical issues 

related to case- 
study given in 
the class and 
share ideas 

(live session) 

Time spent for 
critical issue 
discussion 

related to case 
given in the 

class and share 
ideas (live 
session) 

20 minutes each 
session 

20 minutes 

 

 

CLO2 

Analyse and apply 
investigative 
techniques which are 
taught in the class 
and in line with the 
latest development in 
social network 
analytics. 

 

 

 

 

17 0 

17 hours 

Students learn to 
understand the 
steps to analyse 
and apply SNA 

measure 

Live Interaction 
with students 

 

The time 
required to 

understand the 
steps to 

analyse and 
apply SNA 
measure 

synchronous 
live interaction 

10 hours  

 

10 hours 

 

Lecture + 
Students learn to 

choose the 
correct tools for 
different type of 

SNA scenario 

Live Interaction 
with students 

 

The time 
required to 
learn and 

choose the 
correct tools 
for different 
type of SNA 

scenario 

synchronous 
live interaction 

4 hours 

 

4 hours 

 

Students 
participate in e-

forum 
discussions(via e-

learning) 

Time spent for 
e-forum 

discussions 

3 hours 3 hours 

CLO3 

Use suitable digital 
technologies and 

15 0 15hours 

Students learn 
how to use SNA 

The time 
required to 

5 hours 10 hours 
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appropriate software 
in their class project 
and develop social 
network analytics 
model for a real-
world problem. 

tools/software 
step by step to 

develop and 
model 

 

learn on how 
to use SNA 

tools/software 
step by step to 

develop and 
model 

 

(including Live 
instruction on how 
to use the tools are 
taught step by step) 

Students show 
the experiment 

result and 
describe their 

steps  

Time taken to 
do 

demonstration 

2 hours 

(including live 
question and 

answer/discussion) 

3 hours 

Students discuss 
critical issues 

related to project 
given in the class 
and share ideas 

Time spent for 
critical issue 
discussion 

(article 
critique) 

related to 
project given in 

the class and 
share ideas. 

2 hours 

(including live 
question and 

answer/discussion) 

 

2 hours 

CLO4 

Demonstrate and 
critically explain 
the proposed SNA 
model used for 
class project 
through series of 
class discussion 
and presentation.  

5 0 5hours 

Students answer 
live questions 

(via chat or 
audio, webex) 

Time spent for 
instructional 

and live 
questions 

2 hour 2 hour 

 Students present 
their course work 

assignment 

Time spent to 
make video 
and present 
course work 
assignment 

3 hours 3 hours 
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REVIEW OF ASSESSMENT PLAN 

Before (from CI) Revised* 

Continuous Assessment Percentage Total SLT 

1 Quiz Online Quiz 10 1h 

2 Assignment 1 (Part 1 & 2) Online Assignment 1 Submission 45 35h 

3 Presentation Online Presentation 15 23h 

 Summative Assessment Percentage 
 

4 Project Online Project Submission 30 37h 
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Course synopsis E-Crime Investigation and Incident response management combines elements of computer science 
and law to collect, analyze and present data from computer systems, networks, wireless 
communications, and storage devices in a way that is admissible as evidence in a court of law. This 
course will discuss on how to conduct computer forensic from acquiring digital evidence to 
reporting their findings. It includes to learn the necessity to set up a forensics lab, acquire the 
suitable tools, learn to conduct an investigation and subsequent digital analysis, and presenting 
admissible evidence. The digital forensic tools that will be taught in this class includes Pro-Discover 
Basic, FTK Imager and Encase (based on availability). At the end of the course, student will be able 
to demonstrate critical issues in e-crime investigation based on theories and practices taught in the 
class, critically analyze, apply and evaluate e-crime investigative techniques and incident response 
management in line with the latest development in computer forensic, competently use the 
suitable digital technologies and appropriate software to enhance their class project and adapt 
digital forensic practices in the real-world problem and also to demonstrate leadership and 
responsibility in all the team work/project assigned. 

Course 

coordinator (if 

applicable) 

Dr. Pritheega Magalingam 

 

Course lecturer(s) Name Office Contact no. E-mail 

Dr. Pritheega Magalingam MJIIT Level 7, 07.40.01 Ext 1442 mpritheega.kl@utm.my 
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Mapping of the Course Learning Outcomes (CLO) to the Programme Learning Outcomes (PLO), Teaching & Learning (T&L) 
methods and Assessment methods: 
At the end of the course, the students are able to: 

No. CLO 

PLO 

(Code) 

 

*Taxonomies 

and 

**generic skills 

T&L methods ***Assessment 

methods 

CLO1 Recommend 

comprehensive and 

systematic idea of current 

critical issues in e-crime 

investigation and incident 

response management 

based on theories and 

practices taught in the class. 

PLO1 

(KW) 

C5 Lecture, Case Study and 
Forum dicsussions. 

Q:5%, F:40% 

 
 

CLO2 Analyze e-crime 

investigative techniques 

and incident response 

management in line with 

the latest development in 

digital forensic.  

PLO2 
(CG) 

C4 

 

Lecture,  intermittent 

discussion, scenario-

based/case study. 

 

Asg: 20% 

[A:Fundamental 

steps to Digital 

Forensic case 

investigation]= 10% 

[B: Digital Forensic 

scenario solution 

]=10% 

*Assignment Rubric 

 

CLO3 Adapt digital forensic 

practice in the real-world 

problem using suitable 

digital technologies and 

appropriate software to 

enhance their class project. 

PLO6 

(DS) 

C6 Lecture, scenario-

based/case study and 

Forum dicsussions. 

Technical Report 

(PR): 30% 

*Project Rubric 

CLO4 Demonstrate leadership 

and responsibility in all the 

team work/project 

assigned. 

PLO8 

(LAR) 

A3 

LS1,LS2 

Brainstorming and Class 
presentation with 
presentation rubric 

Pr:5% 
*Presentation 
Rubric 

****Q – Quiz; Asg – Assignment; PR – Project; Pr – Presentation; F – Final Exam 
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Details on Innovative T&L practices: 

No. Type Implementation 

1. Active learning Conducted through in-class activities. Fostering innovative teaching and learning 

activities such as brainstorming, forum and quiz during each of meeting. 

2.  Scenario-based learning Conducted through a class project. Students in a group of 3 or 5 are given a project. 
The project requires students to use digital forensic tools/software to solve 
problems/ scenario related to digital crime case investigation. Compliance to the 
analysis, specifications need to be given in the form of a written technical report. 

3.  Case Study Conducted through a case study where students need to search a digital crime case 
and answer a list of questions to reflect the e-crime investigation process and 
digital evidence handling. It requires students to gather additional information or 
ask critical questions in order to understand the needs and perspectives of the 
participants involved in the case. Students have to present how they conduct the 
investigation and investigators’ response to a crime incident by following the 
standard process accordingly. 

 

Modular Schedule: 

First Meeting • Computer Forensics and Investigations as a Profession 

• Nature of Cyber Crime and Understanding Computer Investigations 

Second Meeting • The Investigator’s Office and Laboratory, and Data Acquisition 

Third Meeting • Processing Crime and Incident Scenes Management, and Working with Windows and DOS 

Systems 

Fourth Meeting • Computer Forensic Tools 

Fifth Meeting • Computer Forensics Analysis and Validation, Email Investigations 

• Network Forensics 

Sixth Meeting • Report Writing for Investigations 

• Experts Testimony in Investigations  
 

• Project Presentation and Evaluation 

 

Transferable skills (generic skills learned in course of study which can be useful and utilised in other settings): 

Team working 

Presentation and Leadership, Autonomy and Responsibility 

Research Skills 
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Student learning time (SLT) details: 

Distribution of 
student Learning  
Time (SLT) Course 
content outline 

 Teaching and Learning Activities TOTAL 
SLT 

Guided Learning 
(Face to Face/Online) 

Guided Learning 
Non-Face to Face 

Independent 
Learning 

Non-Face to face 
 

CLO L T P O    

CLO 1 (0.45x42) 11h   8h 8h 23h 50h 

CLO 2 (0.20x42) 3h 3h  2h 8h 8h 24h  

CLO 3 (0.30x42) 8h  5h  8h 15h 36h 

CLO 4 (0.05x42)   2h  2h 2h 6h 

Total SLT (T&L 
activities) 

22h 3h 7h 10h 26h 48h 116h 

 

                     Continuous Assessment PLO Percentage Total SLT 

1 Quiz PLO1 5 1h 

2 
 

A:Fundamental steps to Digital 

Forensic case investigation 

 

B: Digital Forensic scenario solution 

 

PLO2 
 

20 As in CLO2 
(10h) 

3 Technical Report (Scenario-based) PLO6 30 As in CLO3 
(12h) 

4 Presentation  PLO8 5 As in CLO4 
(2h) 

Final Assessment PLO Percentage Total SLT 

5 Final Exam PLO1 40% 3h 
 
 
 

 

 Grand Total SLT (116h+1h+3h) 120h 

L: Lecture, T: Tutorial, P: Practical, O: Others 

 

Special requirement to deliver the course: 

Computer lab Pro-Discover, FTK software. 
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Learning resources: 

Main References 

1. Lin, X., Lin, X. and Lagerstrom-Fife, 2018. Introductory Computer Forensics. Springer International 
Publishing. 

2. Johnson, M., 2016. Cyber crime, security and digital intelligence. Routledge. 
3. Brown, Sarah, Joep Gommers, and Oscar Serrano. "From cyber security information sharing to threat 

management." In Proceedings of the 2nd ACM workshop on information sharing and collaborative 
security, pp. 43-49. 2015. 

4. Brown, Cameron SD. "Investigating and prosecuting cyber crime: Forensic dependencies and barriers to 
justice." International Journal of Cyber Criminology 9, no. 1 (2015): 55. 

5. Hayes, D.R., 2015. A practical guide to computer forensics investigations. Pearson Education. 
6. Brown Christopher L.T. Computer Evidence: Collection and Preservation. Thomson Delmer Learning, 

2005(ISBN 1584504056). 
7. Casey, Eoghan, ed. Digital Evidence and Computer Crime. Academic Press, 2003 (ISBN 0121631044). 
8. Prosise, Chris, Kevin Mandia, and Matt Pepe. Incident Response: Computer  Forensic.McGraw-Hill, 2003 

(ISBN 007222696X). 
9.  Stephenson, Peter. Investigating Computer-Related Crime. CRC Press, 2000 (ISBN 0-8493-2218-9). 

 

Online: http://elearning.utm.my 

 

Academic honesty and plagiarism: (Below is just a sample) 

Assignments are individual tasks and NOT group activities (UNLESS EXPLICITLY INDICATED AS GROUP ACTIVITIES)  

Copying of work (texts, simulation results etc.) from other students/groups or from other sources is not allowed. 

Brief quotations are allowed and then only if indicated as such. Existing texts should be reformulated with your own 

words used to explain what you have read. It is not acceptable to retype existing texts and just acknowledge the 

source as a reference. Be warned: students who submit copied work will obtain a mark of zero for the assignment 

and disciplinary steps may be taken by the Faculty.  It is also unacceptable to do somebody else’s work, to lend your 

work to them or to make your work available to them to copy. 

 

Other additional information (Course policy, any specific instruction etc.): 

- 

 

Disclaimer: 

All teaching and learning materials associated with this course are for personal use only. The materials are intended for 
educational purposes only. Reproduction of the materials in any form for any purposes other than what it is intended 
for is prohibited. While every effort has been made to ensure the accuracy of the information supplied herein, Universiti 
Teknologi Malaysia cannot be held responsible for any errors or omissions.  

  

http://elearning.utm.my/
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REVIEW OF L&T ACTIVITIES TO INCLUDE ONLINE LEARNING 

Course learning 
outcome 

Guided 
Learning 
FTF 
hours 
(from CI) 

Guided 
Learning 
FTF hours 
completed 

Online Learning hours  

Activities Type of time  
spent 

Estimated time Total 
time 

CLO1    
Recommend 
comprehensive 
and systematic 
idea of current 
critical issues in 
e-crime 
investigation and 
incident 
response 
management 
based on 
theories and 
practices taught 
in the class. 

19 0 19hours 

  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 Live Interaction 
with students 

The time spent in 
the synchronous 
live     interaction 

16 hours 16 hours 

Students answer 
live questions (via 
chat or audio) 

Time spent for 
instructional and 
live questions 

40 minutes 40 
minutes 

Students discuss 
critical issues 
related to case- 
study given in the 
class and share 
ideas 

Time spent for 
critical issue 
discussion 
related to case 
given in the class 
and share ideas. 

35 minutes 
each 

session x 4 

2 hours 
20 

minutes 
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CLO2    Analyze 
e-crime 
investigative 
techniques and 
incident 
response 
management in 
line with the 
latest 
development in 
digital forensic. 

8 0 8hours 

Students 
learned to 

understand 
the steps of e-

crime 
investigation 

 
Live Interaction 
with students 

The time 
required to 
understand 

the steps of e- 
crime 

investigation 

 
synchronous live   

interaction 

6 hours 

 
(including live 
question and 

answer/discussion) 

6 hours 

   Students learned 
to choose the 
correct tools for 
different type of 
e-crimes 

The time 
required to learn 
and choose the 
correct tools for 
different type of 

e- crimes 

1 hour 

 
(including live 
question and 

answer/discussion) 

1 hour 

   Students discuss 
how to choose the 
correct 
investigation 
steps and 
relevant tools 
base on the case- 
study given in the 
class and share 
ideas 

The time 
required to 

discuss how to 
choose the 

correct 
investigation 

steps and 
relevant tools 

base on the case- 
study given in 
the class and 
share ideas 

1 hour 

 
(including live 
question and 

answer/discussion) 

1 hour 

CLO3    Adapt 
digital forensic 
practice in the 
real-world 
problem using 
suitable digital 
technologies and 
appropriate 
software to 
enhance their 
class project. 

13 0  

13hours 

   Students learn 
how to use 
computer forensic 
software step by 
step to extract, 
analyse, 
interpret, and  
also generate 
reports. 

The time 
required to 

learn on how 
to use 

computer 
forensic 

software step 
by step to 
extract, 
analyse,  

interpret, and 

8 hours 

 
(including Live 

instruction on how 
to use the tools 

are taught step by 
step) 

8 hours 
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REVIEW OF ASSESSMENT PLAN 

Before (from CI) Revised* 

Continuous Assessment Percentage Total SLT 

1 Quiz Online quiz 5 1h 

2 

A:Fundamental steps to Digital 

Forensic case investigation 

 

B: Digital Forensic scenario 

solution  

Online Assgn: Part A Submission 
 

 

       Online Assgn: Part B Submission 

20 As in CLO2 
(10h) 

3 
Technical Report (Scenario-
based) 

Online Technical Report submission 
30 As in CLO3 

(12h) 

also generate 
reports. 

   Students show 
the experiment 
result and 
describe their 
steps to 
investigate a case 
using a tool based 
on a given case- 
study in the class. 

Time taken to do       
demonstration 

3 hours 

 
(including live 
question and 

answer/discussion) 

3 hours 

   Students discuss 
critical issues 
related to case- 
study given in the 
class and share 
ideas 

Time spent for 
critical issue 
discussion 

related to case 
given in the class 
and share ideas. 

2 hours 

 
(including live 
question and 

answer/discussion) 

2 hours 

CLO4   
Demonstrate 
leadership and 
responsibility in 
all the team 
work/project 
assigned. 

2 0 2hours 

   Live Interaction 
with students 

Students answer 
live questions (via 
chat or audio) 

The time spent in 
the synchronous 
live     interaction 

Time spent for 
instructional and 

live questions 

1 hours 1 hours 

   Students 
present their  
course work 
assignment 

Time spent to 
make video and 
present course 

work assignment 

1 hours 1 hours 



 
 

 

 UTM CIDU.OLT.2020 

4 
Presentation  

Online Presentation 
5 As in CLO4 

(2h) 

 Summative Assessment Percentage 
 

1 Final Examination Online Final examination to be submitted 
within the specified time 

40 3h 
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SEMESTER 1, 20202021 

Assignment 1 (Part 1) (20%) 

Individual Assignment 

CLASS:  MANB 2163 Social Network Analytics                                 TYPE: Full Time-01 

Date: 30/10/2020                                                                                   Submission Date: 15 /11/2020 

1) Refer to the Figure 1 below: 
 

 

 

 

 

 

  

Figure 1: Net A 

The Net A above is a directed network. Write down the adjacency matrix of the network 

above. Redraw the network as undirected network and find the path matrix. 

2)  Network Analysis using software tool: Gephi 

• Use a friendship network/ facebook network data. You may find some related 

data from e.g. https://www.aminer.org/data-sna#Slashdot-large, 

https://www.aminer.org/data-sna#Flickr-medium. You are also allowed to find 

friendship network data from other relevant websites. 

  

• You have learnt Gephi in the class lab. Use Gephi to analyse the dataset and 

answer the following questions: 

o Plot the Facebook/friendship network and visualize it.  

o Choose different layout and display it.  

 1 

 3  2 

 4  5 

https://www.aminer.org/data-sna#Slashdot-large
https://www.aminer.org/data-sna#Flickr-medium
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o Show the network as directed and undirected. For the undirected network 

remove the multiple link edges and loop if the is any. 

o Describe what “average path length” of a network is. Calculate the 

average path length of the Facebook/friendship network. 

o Describe what “diameter” of a network” is. Calculate the diameter of the 

Facebook/friendship network. 

o State the definition for degree, in-degree and out-degree of a node. 

 

o Go to your network and show labels. Then rank the nodes based on: 

➢ In-degree and show which node has the highest in-degree. 

➢ Out-degree and show which node has the highest out-degree. 

➢ Degree and show which node has the highest degree. 

 

o Identify the important node based on degree (use color) and display it. 

➢ Which is the most important node? Describe the node’s position 

and explain why it is the most important.  

 

o Identify the important node based on highest betweenness centrality (use 

color) and display it. 

➢ Which is the most important node? Describe the node’s position 

and explain why it is the most important. 

 

o Size the node by betweenness centrality and color coding by the 

modularity class (by cluster). Display the network. 

➢ Explain the formation of components within the network. Show how 

to identify components and the number of components that exist? 

 

o Identify community within the network by using two different 

parameters/data (don’t use modularity class). State which parameter/data 

you use, display the network and explain the strongly connected and 

weakly connected nodes in each of the network separately. 

 

o Analyse the network more by filtering the network based on three different 

parameters. Display each network separately, explain why you use 

choose the parameter and what you could conclude from the network. 

 

o Make sure you save your file xxx.gephi and keep the file for further 

analysis in your next assignment. 
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Grading   

See the attached file in the e-learning system 

 

Assignment Format: 

File format 
• The assignment should be written using MS Word with format: .doc, .docx. This 

document should show your discussion, analysis and visualization for each 
question where relevant. 
 

Fonts 

• Use a clear, readable, sans serif font such as Verdana, Calibri, Tahoma or Arial, 
and be consistent and use the same font throughout. 

• Use 11 or 12 point for the body of your assignment. 
 

Spacing 

• Use 1.5 or double spacing and fairly wide margins. This leaves room for the 
marker’s comments. 

• Leave a blank line between paragraphs. 
• If the questions are short, leave a blank line between each question. If they are 

long, start each question on a new page. 
• Left-justify your work (also known as left-aligned). Block-justified (flush left and 

right) might look tidy, but it’s harder to read as it can result in gaps between words. 
 

Headings 

• Use bold for headings. Not underlining or italics. 
 

Title page 

This assignment requires a title page, which should include the following: 

• the title and number of the assignment 
• the course number and name 
• the due date 
• your full name and student number. 
• your lecture’s name 

This information should be centered, starting approximately one third of the way down 
the page. 
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Numbering 

• Number all pages except the title page. 
• Tables and figures must be numbered and clearly labelled. Table captions 

are placed above the table, while captions for a figure go below the figure. 
 

Reference list 

The reference list comes at the end of the assignment, and should start on a new page 
labelled 'References'. 

 

Appendices 

Appendices are used for information that: 

• is too long to include in the body of your assignment, or 
• supplements or complements the information you are providing. 

Start each appendix (if applicable) on a new page. If there's just one appendix label it 
‘Appendix’ without a number, but if there are more than one label them Appendix A, 
Appendix B, etc. In the main text of your assignment, refer to the Appendix by the label, 
e.g. Appendix A. 

 

 

 

 

-End- 
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SEMESTER 1, 20202021 

 Class Project (30%) Presentation (15%) 

CLASS:  MANB 2163 Social Network Analytics                              TYPE: FULL TIME-01 

Date: 30/11/2020                                                                                          Submission Date:  10/1/2020 

Class Activity  

MANA2163 

Each student is required to find one type of network that is suitable for network analysis. 

·        Find a paper/ article from the internet that discusses a (particular) network analysis 

·        Describe the network 

·        List the type of analysis that has been done. 

*Post your discussion (you can present your work by writing in the comments box available in the 
forum/do a separate Msword/PowerPoint slide. The documents need to be attached in the comment box.) 

*State your opinion by replying to two other friends on their choice of network analysis. 

 

The project question is followed by the class activity above. 

Instruction: Based on our research paper activity in class, choose a journal paper that is related to social 

network analysis.  Find the datasets that have been used by the author or you can search a different dataset 

based on the topic that you have selected. Understand the research done and create your network analysis 

problem-solving questions. Each group must create three questions based on the paper that you have 

chosen above. The area you want to explore must be different from the output of that journal paper. Use 

the social network analysis techniques (R programming and Gephi or R Programming only) that have been 

taught in the class to answer your questions. Analyse and apply investigative techniques which are taught 

in the class and inline with the latest development in social network analytics. Your analysis using the 

technique should provide new insight.  

 

Format: Follow the format given in the attachment to complete your project. Find the sample format given 

in the attachment of this project in the elearning. Typically, your paper should include the following: 

 

Abstract – 5 points 

Introduction – 10 points 

Related Work – 20 points 

The Data Set – 5 points 

Methodology/Analysis – 25 points 

Experiment Results – 25 points 

Conclusion – 10 points 

Minimum number of pages:12 with two columns 
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Grading: (100 points)  

This is group work and your grading will be based on the quality of writing, quality of analysis, new findings, 

results, the content of your paper and the originality of your work. Do not use too many tables and graphics. 

Your analysis, calculation and arguments are more worthy. The 100 points are worth 30% of your total 

marks. 

Submission List: 

a) Research Paper (Softcopy submission through e-learning) 
b) Please ensure that your paper's similarity rating is less than 20%. Please attach your similarity 

report (Turnitin report) when you submit your Project. 
 

*** A class presentation related to this project will be held on the ___ Jan 2020(date to be finalized soon). 

Presentation marks (15%). 



ASSIGNMENT 1 (10%)
 Search the internet for a cybercrime report or articles (case) related to computer 

crime prosecutions. Write 10 to 15 pages summarizing the article and answering 

the question below.

(a) Describe the different types of computer crimes that have been carried out?

(b) Explain the chronology of event.

(c) What are the evidence to be produced? 

(d)What are some of the challenges to the integrity of evidence in the case?

(e) Suggest the best evidence handling procedure for the case.

*  Paperwork:  (Format: Font: Times New Roman, Size: 12, Line space:1.5)

*  Submission and Presentation Date:  4/4/2021)

*  Deliverables: 1 report file (online-elearning), 1 presentation file (video-elearning)
54



ASSIGNMENT 2 (10%)

CASE 1: Unauthorized access

 Ms. Jones notifies you that a former employee has used an

additional disk drive. She asks you to examine this new drive to

determine whether it contains an account number the employee

might have had access to.

 The account number, 461562 belongs to the senior vice president

and is used to access the company’s banking service over the

internet.

 To process this case, locate the C2Prj03.dd file you extracted to

your work folder and load it in ProDiscover.

 Ms. Jones also wants to know whether the disk contains any

occurrences of the keyword “BOOK”.

 Finally, use the ProDiscover report generator to document the

steps you took and write a memo summarizing your findings.

*  (Format: Font: Times New Roman, Line Spacing: 1.5, Font Size: 12, Submission Date:  1st May 2021)
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ASSIGNMENT 2 (10%)

 CASE 2: Data Leakage
 ‘Iaman Informant’ was working as a manager of the technology development

division at a famous international company XXX that developed state-of-the-

art technologies and gadgets.

 One day, at a place which ‘Iaman Informant’ visited on business, he received

an offer from ‘Spy Conspirator’ to leak of sensitive information related to the

newest technology. Actually, ‘Mr. Conspirator’ was an employee of a rival

company, and ‘Iaman Informant’ decided to accept the offer for large

amounts of money, and began establishing a detailed leakage plan.

 ‘Mr. Conspirator’ asked for the direct delivery of storage devices that stored

the remaining (large amounts of) data. Eventually, ‘Iaman Informant’ tried

to take his storage devices away, but he and his devices were detected at the

security checkpoint of the company. And he was suspected of leaking the

company data.

 At the security checkpoint, although his devices (a USB memory stick and a

CD) were briefly checked (protected with portable write blockers), there was

no evidence of any leakage. And then, they were immediately transferred to

the digital forensics laboratory for further analysis.
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 CASE 2: Data Leakage (Continued…)

➢ The purpose of this assignment is to identify information lead to data leakage

from evidence collected from suspect’s PC. Describe proper investigation

process and findings for the case. You will be given an acquired dataset.

Explore the dataset in a forensically sound manner and prove the case.

➢ ACQUIRED DATA INFORMATION : PERSONAL COMPUTER (PC) – ‘DD’ IMAGE
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Item Detailed Information

Filename cfreds_2015_data_leakage_pc

MD5 A49D1254C873808C58E6F1BCD60B5BDE

SHA-1 AFE5C9AB487BD47A8A9856B1371C2384D44FD785

Image Format DD converted from VMDK   ( Some sectors were scrubbed )

Compression Best (Smallest)

Bytes per Sector 512

Total Sectors 41,943,040

Total Size 20.00 GB (21,474,836,480 bytes)

Compressed Size 5.05 GB (5,427,795,228 bytes)  compressed by 7zip



 Based on a proper investigation process, analyse the data leakage

case. Identify, extract and interpret the right evidence to prove

Iaman Informant’s illegal activities. Follow these questions to help

you:

1) Identify the partition information of PC image.

2) Explain installed OS information in detail.(e.g: OS Name, Version, 

Build Number, Registered Owner, System Root, Install Date).

3) What is the timezone setting?

4) What is the computer name?

5) List all accounts in OS (e.g: Account name, login count, last logon 

date…login failure time, etc.).

6) Who was the last user to logon into PC?

7) When was the last recorded shutdown date/time?
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8) What applications were installed by the suspect after installing OS?

9) List external storage devices attached to PC.

10) Where are Sticky Note files located?

11) Identify notes stored in the Sticky Note file.

12) Identify all timestamps related to a resignation file in Windows Desktop.

[Hint: the resignation file is a DOCX file in NTFS file system.]

13) How and when did the suspect print a resignation file?

14) List files and directories related to Windows Desktop stored in Windows 

Search database. (Windows Desktop directory:\Users\informant\Desktop\)

15) Examine ‘Recycle Bin’ data in PC.

16) Create a detailed timeline of possible data leakage processes.

***(these questions are just a guideline for your investigation process.)
*  (Format: Font: Times New Roman, Line Spacing:1.5, Font Size: 12, Submission Date:  1st May 2021)
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UNIVERSITI TEKNOLOGI MALAYSIA 

 

Prepared By: Dr. Pritheega Magalingam  
 

 
SEMESTER 2, 20202021 

 Group Work (30%) 
 

CLASS: MANA 1563 
E-Crime Investigation and Incident Response Management 

 
Date: 30/4/2021                                                                      Submission Date: 31/05/2021 
 
Topics 

1) Comparative Analysis of Digital Forensic Techniques for IoT Threat Hunting 
2) Digital Investigation Model Review for Financial Fraud 
3) Comparison of Forensic Data Analysis for Malware Attack 
4) Current Challenges of Mobile Device Digital Forensic Investigation 
5) Current Challenges of Blockchain Technology and Implementation for Digital 

Forensic. 
 

Based on the chosen topic from the list above, the group members are required to write a 
technical report that includes the following: 
 

(a) Introduction 
a. Related Important Surveys 
b. Contribution of the report 
c. Summary (should not be more than 400 words which should include the aims 

and objectives, methods, results, and conclusion of the paper) 
(b) Types of Attacks/ Threat in the (chosen topic). Discuss the threat scenario. 
(c) Methodology – how you conduct the research; using the review paper concept  

a. Stage 1: Definition of area/topic chosen 
b. Stage 2: Search criteria 
c. Stage 3: Comparative analysis of all related study 

(d) Digital Forensic Techniques Review (contains a review of latest research papers(2008-
2021)). Some past papers earlier to this period can be provided if it is very important 
to the body of knowledge. 

(e) Comparative Analysis Results 
a. Distribution of journals based on digital forensic techniques and year 
b. Classification of Techniques 
c. The Advantages and Limitations of the Techniques 
d. Propose new key components/ new factors/new technique (Bonus) 
e. Summarize and suggest future trends. 

(f) Conclusion (overall) 
(g) References. 

 
***Hint: Each of the titles above is based on related cyber-crime/ e-crime scenarios. 
For example; topic 1 refers to the threats on the Internet of Things environment, topic 
5 must be based on threats of blockchain technology and its implementation. 
 

Deliverables:  
 
Note: The assignment must be in MS Word file format only. The number of pages: 15-30 

pages (1 column) including references. Please ensure that your writing's similarity rating is 

less than 20%. Please attach your similarity report (Turnitin report) when you send in your 

assignment. Avoid plagiarism. 
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Prepared By: Dr. Pritheega Magalingam  
 

Format:  
Fonts  

• Use a clear, readable, sans serif font such as Verdana, Calibri, Tahoma or Arial, and 
be consistent and use the same font throughout.  

• Use 11 or 12 point for the body of your assignment.  
 
Spacing  

• Use 1.5 or double spacing and fairly wide margins.  

• Leave a blank line between paragraphs.  
 
Headings  

• Use bold for headings and subheadings. Not underlining or italics.  
 
Numbering  

• Number all pages except the title page.  

• Tables and figures must be numbered and clearly labelled. Table captions are placed 
above the table, while captions for a figure go below the figure. Explain all the tables 
and figures accordingly in the content of your writing. 

 
Reference list  
The reference list comes at the end of the assignment, and should start on a new page labelled 

'References'.  
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